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Summary
The financial world is waiting on the words and subtle signals of
Janet Yellen’s Federal Reserve to see when she plans to move rates
upwards and start to remove stimulus once tapering concludes in
October. Investors have been attracted to and bid up all sorts of
assets during this extended period of ultra-low interest rates. Many
valuations across asset classes are near or above the highs of the
last cycle. Previous attempts to raise rates have been premature and
have caused bouts of volatility. We should expect things to be no
different this time. While assets may de-rate somewhat, company
fundamentals remain strong and the persistent and building recovery
around the Atlantic will be a big driver of global aggregate demand.
Investors can still avail of an A$ that is elevated relative to history and
offshore equities which are a timely complement to our local market.
While it is not yet the time to be a contrarian and start selling down
positions in growth assets, it is a very important time to keep your
quality filter on its highest setting.
We retain a growth stance in our Central Case portfolio, with
an overweight position in International Equities that still have a
reasonable valuation edge, especially if the A$ continues to fall.
In domestic equities, spread your portfolio positions as the mining
boom fades. Given the large rally, low interest rates, and low
changing volatility it is very important to be measured and calm

in your implementation of additional capital. In Fixed Income continue
to take profits and sell down Emerging Market Debt positions
completely. We will stay underweight as the curve resets higher and
look to get set again at better yields. In Property, favour allocating to
unlisted assets at this point and build out an alternatives allocation.

Key strategy recommendations
• Australian Equities – Stay up the quality curve and exit risky
mining plays
• International Equities – Get diversification with a high A$
• Fixed Income – Don’t reach for yield, take some profits here
• Alternatives – Building nicely and improving diversification
• Cash – Have an overweight to cash to boost optionality

The Fed has bought almost US$1tn of bonds since 2013

Implementation Strategy

$ 0.90

Bonds in trillions

$ 0.80
$ 0.70
$ 0.60
$ 0.50

• Rebalance portfolios – Clients who have participated fully in
this strong rally should rebalance their portfolios by taking profits
in areas which have disproportionately benefited from over two
years of strong price momentum.
• Don’t reach for yield – You’re better off getting a lower yield in
quality assets at this point in the cycle, rather than taking undue
risk in order to pick up a small amount of extra interest.
• Expect temporary setbacks – Moving from such an extreme
stimulus position may cause some volatility and expectations for
strong recoveries have been dashed before. So be prepared for
these events and run higher levels of cash so that you can avail
yourself of opportunities.
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Above is a chart showing the cumulative funds injected by the
US Federal Reserves in just its latest QE3 stimulus package,
where additional purchases are due to finish in October. This
has undoubtedly moved sentiment and market levels higher and,
as this support may now waiver, markets will now hang on the
every word of Janet Yellen and her Board for hints of what’s next;
reducing the stock of funds in the market or even raising rates.
This could translate into market volatility in places. Remember
though that corporate fundamentals are strong and a pullback
after such a sustained rally is not unhealthy.
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October-December 2014 Outlook
The long and winding road to a selfsustaining global recovery continues. On a
regional basis the recovery is being led by
the US and UK who are showing sustained
gains on economic momentum, job
creation and corporate earnings growth.
The old market adage is that central
banks get the party going, but remove the
punchbowl before things get too out-ofhand. That should be the case again. So
the steady withdrawal of some stimulus
should not come as a surprise, given the
determined and encouraging economic
repair underway around the Atlantic.
Closer to home the resources side of our
economy continues to be under pressure.
But just as the strain comes on our
automatic stabiliser the A$ has started to
fall. Our two key resource exports iron ore
and coal are both under price pressure
after sustained supply growth and easing
levels of demand. Reporting season saw
a large number of companies in the space
cutting back hard on costs. The recent
deterioration in commodity pricing means
that we are unlikely to see cash returns
many investors had hoped for around the
start of the year. This is a time for avoiding
all of the higher cost portions of the
sector or those companies with the bad
combination of ambitious growth plans and
stretched balance sheets.

There are many signs of market frothiness
and exuberance at the moment: many
equity index valuations at or near all-time
highs, sovereign bond yields at record
lows, new equity issuance is high, record
sales of luxury properties/yachts/artwork
in many global cities and strong junk bond
issuance at low yields. These are all red
flags in their own right, but strong market
sentiment is playing down any major focus
on them. At some point some of these
asset price levels might be tested.
Experience tells us that times of changing
Fed policy bring volatility. While this
path is being determined and laid out
it’s important to be clear that now is a
time for measured investment decisions.
Sentiment and momentum are coming
under some pressure after a long and
profitable rally. Given stretched valuations
in some areas this can be seen as healthy.
Remember that corporate fundamentals
are very strong: balance sheets in quality
companies are healthy, profit margins are
high, low borrowing costs are locked in and
operating costs are lean. We remain well
positioned with diversified portfolios that
tap into a wide range of themes and will
benefit as global growth builds and the
A$ softens.

Positioning:
We retain a growth tilt in our portfolios
• Build out an overweight to
international equities
• Reduce the risk and size of your
Fixed Income positioning
• Keep an overweight to cash

Changes this quarter:
Some new domestic equities
changes and:
• Rebalance your portfolio after
a strong rally
• Spread your Australian equities
positions
• Steer the course, avoiding
excessive risk

Key Themes for Q4 2014
• Volatility around changing interest rate expectations in the US and UK
• The need for more official support in the Chinese economy as their property
market weakens
• Sub-trend growth domestically as we rebalance our economy as the mining boom
continues to fade
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Commonwealth Private Central Case and House View - October 2014
Core Asset Class

Sub sector

House View

Australian Equities

Australian Shares - Large cap
Smaller companies

International Equities

Property

Fixed Income

Alternatives

Growth vs Defensive

Fundamental

Valuation

Sentiment

Over the cycle (SAA)

Current (DAA)

Neutral

22.5%

22.5%

Neutral

2.5%

2.5%

25.0%

25.0%

FX Hedging level

20%

Developed Markets

Over

16.0%

20.0%

Emerging Markets

Over

4.0%

5.0%

20.0%

25.0%

Over

1.9%

3.4%

Australian REITs

Neutral

1.9%

1.5%

Australian Direct Property

Under

3.8%

2.6%

7.5%

7.5%
2.9%

Australian Government Bonds

Under

5.5%

Global Government Bond

Very under

5.5%

0.7%

Investment Grade Credit

Over

9.0%

12.6%

High Yield and EM Debt

Very under

2.5%

0.3%

22.5%

15.5%

Real Alternatives

Neutral

7.5%

5.0%

Absolute Return Growth

Neutral

5.0%

6.0%

Absolute Return Defensive

Neutral

2.5%

4.0%

15.0%

15.0%

10.0%

12.0%

Growth assets

Over

65.0%

68.5%

Defensive assets

Under

35.0%

31.5%
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Very positive
Positive

Global REITs (Hedged)

Strategic asset allocation (SAA) is the average for the allocation to that asset class through the cycle.
Dynamic asset allocation (DAA) is our current allocation based on the current outlook for risk and return
in each asset class, which we assess through three lenses: fundamental - whether the economic drivers
for the asset class are strong or weak; valuation - whether asset are expensive (pricing in little risk or high

Scale

Neutral
Negative
Very negative

Legend
Exposure to this asset class should be:
Overweight
Above your strategic weight at
this point in the cycle.

Neutral
In line with your strategic
weight at this point in the cycle.

Underweight
Below your strategic weight
at this point in the cycle.

growth) or cheap (pricing in high risk or low growth); and sentiment - whether price trends, investment flows
and commentary is positive or negative on the asset class. DAA also incorporates the relative risks and
rewards of different asset classes on a medium term (1 to 3 year) time horizon. The values shown here are
for our Balanced asset allocation profile and may not precisely represent your individual portfolio.
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Summary of Asset Allocation Themes
Asset Class

Forecasts

Strategies

Australian
Equities

• Our 31 December 2014 ASX 200 forecast is 5550

• Sell out of any capital hungry small and mid-cap miners
you still have in your portfolio

• Our 30 June 2015 ASX 200 forecast is 5,750
• Earnings will grow in the mid-single digits and
have the potential to pick up for exporters if A$
turns lower

• A ‘spring clean’ of your portfolio by using the currently
strong market valuations to offload lower quality stocks
• Add some new names to your portfolio to reduce the
concentration of themes

International
Equities

• We expect the US recovery to continue and
broaden to Western Europe

• We prefer developed markets and have a large position
which is 80% unhedged

• Emerging Markets equities continue to suffer
divergent fortunes but pick up as the path of
stimulus withdrawal becomes clearer

• Consider an Emerging Markets position as valuations are
looking attractive, albeit with some risk. Build positions
once earnings have stabilised

Currency

• Persistent US growth brings a strong dollar
and markets will anticipate higher rates

• Low hedging of 20% will benefit your portfolio as the
A$ weakens
• Hold stocks in your portfolio that have strong businesses
and gain as the A$ subsides

• Monetary policy should stay ultra-loose but
2015 is the year where markets will begin the
process of stimulus removal and higher rates

• Sell Emerging Markets debt and hold proceeds in cash

• As a result valuations will come under pressure

• Try to delay buying fresh Fixed Income positions as
curves set higher

• Spreads can grind tighter for now as inflows
combine with low issuance to pull spreads in

• Proactively trim any oversized hybrid security positions in
your portfolio

• We expect lower quality credits to do well in the
near-term but position in higher quality credits
for a better experience through the cycle

• Continue to move allocations up the quality curve towards
better rated names paying floating coupons

Cash

• Term deposit rates can continue to fall, as
banks have strong capital positions and are
still paying well above the RBA cash rate

• Keep some powder dry with an overweight cash positions
which gives you flexibility to react in any market dislocations

Alternatives

• Alternatives will provide another source
of growth and diversification for portfolios
outside of equities, which is valuable in this
lower return environment

• Reduce your overweight in Fixed Income and Cash to
start building an allocation to Alternatives which should
improve risk-adjusted portfolio returns

Fixed Income
Sovereigns

Fixed Income
Credit

• Trend following strategies like managed futures
can benefit as bond valuations moderate

Property

• Keep trimming back other Fixed Income positions

• For new money, try to be patient and get set at lower
valuations as curves and volatility pushes spreads wider
on occasions

• Managed futures strategies should provide hedging if bonds
continue to sell off

• Property valuers in the unlisted space are
behind the curve and will be forced to catch-up

• Favour adding to unlisted allocations as valuations are
marked up

• Lower quality property will start to outperform
from here, but don’t get tempted to move down
the curve

• Favour developers who are using other people’s money
to fund their development needs like Goodman Group
and Westfield

Quarterly Investment Strategy Q4 2014
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Australian equities
Fundamentals

Valuation

Sentiment

Fundamentals are
reasonable for
domestic equities
with good balance
sheets, improving
costs and profit
growth

Valuations are about
fair value. Dividends
(5.5% gross) are
still well above
term deposits
and are showing
some growth

Domestic confidence
is improving albeit it
was fragile after the
budget, IPOs and
M&A building, but
not yet euphoric

high single digits, mainly driven by banking profits and less costs
for miners. This was enough to justify valuations on the whole,
rather than cause a buying frenzy and push ratios further upwards.
Revenue growth was well received where it was given, but otherwise
it was a familiar story of cost reductions, productivity improvement
and muted guidance. How earnings expectations play out into 2015
is important, as we may lose some of the re-rating we saw from 12 to
15 times earnings should there be a soft patch.

Iron
orelanded
drops62%
putting
some
producers
China
Iron ores
spot
price $/t under
pressure, but RIO and BHP still very profitable

The next stage of the mining transition is upon us
We have been working through a tricky transition well, although the
next leg down for mining looks to be upon us and a sharp bounce
back may be more difficult this time. It’s increasingly obvious that
mining’s best days are behind us. Luckily, the RBA hasn’t let us
down and began kick-starting the non-mining side of the economy
just in time to offset the effect of the end of the resources bonanza.
The domestic share market continued to bob along for most of the
year, until this recent patch of concern. Yield stocks are particularly
in favour this year with utilities and telcos posting double digit returns
including dividends. This realisation is pushing the A$ lower and
should allow us to recover our competitiveness and give some vitality
to our flagging export sectors and allow the recovery to be broader.
On the economic data front domestic conditions continue to remain
a touch below the trend of the past few years. Unemployment
remains around 6% and growth around 3%.

Price levels from here will be driven by earnings outlook
6000

17

5500

16
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14

4500
13
4000
3500

ASX 200

12

Forecast
Price/Earnings ratio

11

3000
Sep 11

Mar 12

Sep 12

Mar 13

Sep 13

Mar 14

10
Sep 14

Source: Bloomberg, based on 12 months consensus price/earnings

The market trend has begun to stabilise after a large re-rating, where
earnings haven’t been keeping pace or even rising until this year.
Reporting season in August saw reasonable growth in earnings of
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ASX 200 levels out in 2014 as price/earnings
re-rate runs its course

5000

China landed 62% Iron ores spot price $/t

While the mining economy is only about a tenth of our economy,
it is immensely profitable as commodity prices boomed over the
past decade. More recently though iron ore and thermal coal prices
have fallen below $80/tonne, near their lows of the GFC. Burgeoning
supply and potential lower demand with less Chinese housing
starts for outputs like steel are the twin problems of this key export
industry. These falls are seeing some tough times returning to parts
of the Australian economy. Many of our iron ore mid-caps particularly
those with capital expenditure commitments, are struggling as
they are not making money at today’s iron ore prices. This means
that Arrium’s move to raise capital in mid-September may not be
the last capital raising in the sector. In these stressed times capital
expenditure programs, capital return wishes and labour costs will
be put under scrutiny and in many cases cut. With China’s steel
intensive property sector looking under pressure, it seems like these
challenging times will continue for our largest export commodities.
It’s not all bad news though as some other commodities like
aluminium and nickel are staging a strong comeback after a pretty
tough few years. The net effect will however be a contraction in the
number of workers and sparser terms of employment in direct mining
and ancillary businesses, which will pressure some communities
across Australia. The take out is that you should focus on investing
in only the highest quality names in the resources sector at this point
and watch out for spill over effects and other impacts in other sectors
as profits become less abundant in this industry.
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Banks have been a major driver of this rally,
but the regulator may slow them down

Foreign currency earners are also a big feature of our portfolio and
are coming good as the A$ falls. We are particularly well placed for
a US recovery with stocks such as Westfield, Sonic Healthcare, CSL
and Brambles doing a large share of their business in the improving
US. We expect that their earnings will benefit not just from the
translational effect of a lower A$ but also increase when upgrades
come through as offshore economies improve.

200
Total
return indices, rebased to June 12
180

ASX 200 dividends vs earnings yields

Banks

Strong earnings yields underpin high domestic
dividends, which provide attractive franked yield

Industrials
160

ASX 200
Resources

140

ASX 200 dividends vs earnings yields

120

Aug 14

Jun 14
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Feb 14

Oct 13

Dec 13
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Dec 12

Oct 12

Aug 12

80

Jun 12

100

Source: Bloomberg

Housing has been one of the positives for our local economy as rates
have moved lower. A leverage and construction trend has sprung up
around the housing market, particularly the buy-to-let segment. Low
rates have yet to set more than the investment sector of the economy
alight. But housing construction and development, alongside large
amounts of government planned infrastructure should help to offset
job losses in mining. Asset quality is also improving across the banking
sector thanks to low rates. As a result this sector has performed well
in the market over the past few years. There has been some recent
concern over the Murray inquiry’s potential call for higher capital
reserves for the Big Four banks, but we think the potential impact
of any subsequent moves is too early to factor into prices. Macro
prudential policies have been mooted by the RBA and may see the
need for higher deposits for investor home loans. After a great run the
sector is under a little pressure, but we’re confident that the strong
earnings profile continues in the very favourable current environment.

Consumer conﬁdence
Confidence
is building in the economy, suggesting
a positive outlook from the non-mining economy

126

30

NAB business
confidence index
(right)

Westpac consumer
confidence index (left)

Dividend yield %
Earnings yield %
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00
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08

April
10

April
12

April
14

Source: Bloomberg

Valuations and yield as you can see on the accompanying table are
full but not expensive and carry a large yield relative to other asset
classes. The path of earnings will be critical to the next 18 months
and we will be watching the progress of the non-mining economy
closely. Our strategy at this point of the cycle remains to reduce
our concentration and spread portfolio across different themes in
the market. We have added a number of smaller positions such as
ASX and Crown to our core portfolio. After such a strong rally and
in a transitional time for our economy, it is important to spread out
your portfolio and focus on quality holdings. It is an environment in
which you should not take overly aggressive positions and have the
flexibility of mind to react if conditions falter.
Index and Sector Aggregates*
12 months Forward

Domestic confidence remains high
146
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Source: CommBank estimates.
Note: *Based on CommBank coverage.
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International Equities

ECB Rates %

Fundamentals

Valuation

Sentiment

The global economy
is growing alongside
cash flows and
balance sheets
are strong

Valuations are
reasonable as
long as earnings
can grow, EM
is the cheapest
component

Sentiment is strong
on the whole, but
nervousness remains
in parts

The European Central Bank has stepped in to stave
off deflation there by taking rates negative

ECB Rates %
ECB Lending Facility
ECB Refi-Rate

2.5

EONIA
ECB Deposit Rate

2.0

Make sure to use the high A$ to buy offshore assets
After respectable returns in the first half of 2014, global equities have
eased, albeit with continued gains in US. Recent economic and
business indicators in the U.S. have generally been positive. Leading
indicators are strong, with the manufacturing outlook at a 3-year high
Purchasing
Managersindicator
Index at its highest level in a decade.
and
the non-manufacturing
Consumer confidence advanced to its highest level since 2007
in August.
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Despite increases in steel capacity, many are wondering about
Chinese steel demand as property slows. China is transitioning to
a new lower level of growth, more focused on consumption and less
toward resource intensive sectors. This shift shouldn’t be alarming
as it happens with all emerging economies. As well, even a lower
level of growth on a larger economy is still a lot of fresh demand in our
region. We think China can still grow at around 7% in 2014; however,
our mining export profits will be lower and careful management will
be needed to handle the slowdown in their credit system. Interestingly
the Chinese market has rallied by over 10% in the past few weeks in
anticipation of some signs of stimulus emerging from the government
who have reportedly bolstered their banking sector with an $81bn
injection. Given the balance sheet of the Chinese state it has plenty
of capacity to step in again.

Lead indicators picking up in the US

40
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Falling Chinese house prices will impact commodity
demand, but a rally is on in Chinese equities perhaps
in advance of stimulus

Source: Bloomberg

China house price YoY% by tier
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Still, we note some prominent changes for global equities underway in
a slowdown of European growth momentum since the summer there.
Europe looks to be stuck in the mud. Some smaller states seem to be
doing well, but the large, particularly southern states, are struggling.
The European Central Bank has yet again stepped in to drop interest
rates and provide some capital in an effort to boost lending and
activity in the region. With Ukrainian geopolitical difficulties to the
east impacting confidence we are reminded that Europe is not yet
fixed, but a supportive ECB is still on hand.

Source: Bloomberg
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Going forward, sectors and stocks with high financial leverage
and low operational leverage will face some headwinds as they
are most vulnerable to a higher cost of credit. Yield-focused trades
may underperform as bond yields rise. Quality businesses will
drive through this subdued environment and will make the journey
smoother and hopefully more profitable, so keep building exposures.
While there no longer exists a large valuation discount, taking
advantage of a still high A$ and building offshore earnings cycle
global equities are likely to be a good way to get growth exposure
alongside Australian Equities right now.

WHANOHAN Index (AUD) - on 9/24/14

Key 2015 metrics for major global indices
Index

CY 15 P/E

Price/
Book

16.1x

2.5%

2.1x

12x

2.8%

1.4x

Euro Stoxx

14.9x

3.5%

1.5.x

S&P 500

16.7x

2%

2.6x

14x

3.7%

1.8x

9x

3.3%

1.3x

MSCI World
MSCI EM

FTSE 100

Global shares continue to trend high joined
more recently by China

Div. Yld.

Shanghai Composite

Source: Bloomberg, based on consensus numbers.

Chinese equities have joined the international rally of late
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Fixed Income
MSCI World Data
Fundamentals

Valuation

Sentiment

Ultra-low rates have
suppressed the
credit cycle but loose
issuance will see it
rise again in years
to come

Spreads are too tight
across the board.
EM debt is most
at risk as investors
retreat and US rates
and US$ rise

Sentiment has been
too strong for these
asset classes at
these yields and
reversals are likely

of these are set to reverse in the months ahead particularly as growth
picks up further and the Fed persists with communication calibrated
to guide interest rate expectations higher.

Low corporate debt levels boost credit strength
MSCI World Balance Sheet Statistics
6

Fixed income investing needs to be done mainly
in investment grade at this point, don’t reach for
yield in unsavoury places

Net Debt to EBITDA

5
4
3
2

On the whole this asset class can be described as dear and
requiring an investment approach with a healthy dose of prudence.
For conservative investors it may be time to take profits from some
of their concentrated or riskier positions in this asset class. Investors
at the very least should consider the size and spread of their
investments in lower grade credit (like high yield, low-grade hybrids
and emerging market debt). Remember to treat Fixed Income as
the defensive side of your portfolio and don’t get tempted into lower
quality areas for a small amount of additional yield. While spread
compression may stay in place in the near term, clients should be
using this high valuation period to at least diversify their holdings,
10yr
Sovereign
yields
% portfolio risk across higher
smooth
out lumpy bond
positions
and spread
quality issuers. More conservative clients may consider taking profits
and moving to cash.

Sovereign bonds yields at record lows in Europe
10yr Sovereign bond yields %
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Source: Bloomberg, based on MSCI World Index

On the credit side we are seeing very momentum driven markets
too. As the cycle matures, investors are getting tempted into the
riskier parts of the asset class in search of elusive yield, instead of
being patient and focusing on preserving their capital while receiving
a modest yield. It’s the herd behaviour of investors and the fear
of missing out on market moves in an illiquid market that can get
them into trouble. The recent shot across the bow for riskier credit
segments is a timely reminder to think about prices, not just current
strong fundamentals. As the market mulls the eventual withdrawal
of stimulus we will likely see swaps and perhaps spreads moving
higher. Existing positions should be rebalanced underweight.
Our Fixed Income managers are generally positioning on the front
end of the curve. As yields increase they should then be able to add
attractive exposures when they present themselves. Term deposits
are less attractive since rates were cut, but can be a tactical shelter
in times of volatility. For clients who are building positions, be very
patient and have a plan to allocate in market dislocations where you
can
invest
at better valuations, when spreads are wider.
Cash
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credit happens around changing stimulus
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Investment Grade Cash Bonds
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We are nearing a turn in Fed policy and a potential change in forward
guidance. Some investors believe that other central banks (ECB,
PBOC) may be ready to pick up the Fed’s balance sheet expansion
when it stops, but experience tells you that a change in Fed policy
rarely comes without some volatility. Indeed, by far the most impactful
market surprise of 2014, in our view, has been the persistent fall in
global bond yields over the year. While a variety of factors contributed
(including diminishing supply, stronger demand from banks, pension
funds and foreign investors, extremely negative technical positioning at
the start of the year, ongoing global central bank accommodation and
diminished expectations for US potential growth), we believe several
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High Yield Cash Bonds
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Property and alternatives
Fundamentals

Valuation

Sentiment

REITs continue
to enjoy very low
interest rates. Yields
are tightening, but
vacancies and
supply are rising

Valuations are about
fair value, although
further negative
re-leasing spreads
may erode cash flows

Inflows are strong
and the development
cycle is in full swing.
M&A starting to
happen

Property continues to prosper, preference unlisted
exposures from here
Property transaction prices are reasonably strong at the moment,
buoyed by the very low interest rate environment which suits this
capital-hungry sector. Sector returns have been strong for the past
five years and are currently running in line with income as earnings
and net tangible assets are growing in low single digits. The cost of
debt financing across the AREIT sector has fallen to around 5% as
debt continues to be issued cheaply and at longer tenors. So prices
are running despite soft fundamentals, which could be something
worrying if demand conditions continue to deteriorate, but for now
underlying profitability is enough to justify the upward trajectory in
Strong
REIT
returns environment.
YTD
today’s well
bid investing

A-REITs outperform Australian equities and
hedged international equities YTD

higher. The AREIT sector is now trading at a slight Net Asset Value
premium suggesting that the sector is now marginally overvalued.
Dividends, covered by operational cash flow, are about 6% and
current gearing has remained steady at around 30% despite the
temptations of ultra-low interest rates and increasing mergers
and acquisitions in the sector. We see returns building back
towards the highs of the last cycle as development takes off. As
the development cycle builds, it is important to keep a watchful
eye on credit metrics and free cash flow. Vacancy rates have been
creeping up domestically and supply is coming on in many of our
key metropolitan markets. These are all signs of a market cycle
heading towards maturation, while the market focuses on the yields
on offer in the sector. For us they represent a signal of weakening
fundamentals that need careful monitoring. But the cycle and
momentum should still have further upside from here.

A-REIT Return on Common Equity

A-REITs returns are picking up

Returns building as the cycle matures
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Cap rates have continued to tighten, across Office, Retail and
Industrial subsectors. We think the trend for high valuations/lower
cap rates will continue as professional property valuers seem to
be marking up valuations in the absence of improving tenancy
conditions. The flow of transactions, often funded with cheap
offshore money, should see these values being pushed reluctantly
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Alternatives have been strong over the past few months and
delivered positive returns while many asset classes did little more
than go sideways. Alternatives continue to play an important role
in our overall asset allocation given their ability to generate returns
that are non-correlated to traditional asset classes. Our managers
in this space have been doing particularly well of late. This provides
important diversification to our portfolio’s risk and return attributes,
especially at market turns. During the quarter our global macroeconomic
exposure, which weights positions according to economic,
fundamental and market sentiment factors, performed well with
equities and fixed income insights adding value. Meanwhile, our
medium term trend following managers also continued their strong
run as correlations within the portfolio continued to fall to pre-crisis
levels and markets decoupled. Finally, infrastructure continued to
deliver consistently strong returns consistent with other sectors
benefiting from the yield trade.
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